
REIMS - 21 March 

Race 1 

1. GARBO DE MARIONS - Three straight DQs in walk ups temper enthusiasm. 

2. GAMBADE - DQ in previous four starts. Look elsewhere. 

3. GIGOGNE - 21 race maiden who finished 6L fifth in this class three back. 

Work to do. 

4. GIPSY QUEEN - 6L seventh in this company at Amiens 190 days ago. Others 

preferred. 

5. GLITTER JIEL - 18L defeat in this company at Nancy last week. Others have 

stronger claims. 

6. GRACE DE JAFA - 5L third in stronger company on penultimate outing. 

Could go well without shoes. 

7. GLORIA DE BANVILLE - Two fourths at this level in previous three runs. 

Each way contender. 

8. GITANE - 7L fourth in an Amiens walk-up of similar nature second up. In the 

mix. 

9. GABY DES MOYEUX - 5L winner in this grade earlier this campaign but 

regressive subsequently. Not discounted. 

10. GALADRIEL JIEL - 5L fifth in a similar Nancy walk up third up. Place 

opportunity. 

11. GALAXY DE CASTELLE - 1L runner up in this class three back prior to two 

tame efforts. Capable of bouncing back without rear shoes. 

12. GLORIA FRANCE - 13L eighth in a stronger walk up prior to decent third 

in a mobile event. Key player eased in grade. 

13. GRACE DE L'ECLAIR - Improved 1L second in this standard at Saint 

Brieuc a fortnight ago. Consider. 

 

 



Summary 

GLORIA FRANCE (12) finds a good opportunity easing in class following a 13L 

eight among stronger company on penultimate start. Top chance. GRACE DE 

L'ECLAIR (13) was an improved 1L runner up at Saint Brieuc a fortnight ago. 

Considered. Among the each way chances is GALAXY DE CASTELLE (11). 

Can bounce back from a couple of below par efforts. GLORIA DE BANVILLE 

(7) has produced two fourths at this level from her previous three runs. Each 

way claims. 

Selections 

GLORIA FRANCE (12) - GRACE DE L'ECLAIR (13) - GALAXY DE 

CASTELLE (11) - GLORIA DE BANVILLE (7)  



Race 2 

1. GOHAKI - Three DQs in previous six starts. Others more reliable. 

2. GORLANDO STEED - 8L fourth in this company at La Capelle a week ago. 

Placing on the cards. 

3. GUIPEL MONTAVAL - 10L defeat in a stronger Strasbourg walk up a 

fortnight ago on reappearance. Likely to improve without shoes. 

4. GOLDY MALGRE TOUT - Won at this level four starts ago with mixed form 

subsequently. Do not to dismiss. 

5. GREC D'HAVAROCHE - 6L fourth in a stronger Savenay walk up 175 days 

ago. Place option if sharp enough on return. 

6. GY DU GANEP - Disappointing DQ on reappearance but return to this 

discipline expected to suit. Player. 

7. GENIE DU PIN - Four consecutive frame visits in this discipline including in 

stronger company latest. Top chance. 

8. GABY MAZA - 4L ninth in a better Mauquenchy walk up nine days ago. In 

the mix eased in class. 

9. GEORGINO - Infrequent winner who finished sixth in this class second up. 

Others preferred. 

10. GRINGO D'OURVILLE - 20 race maiden who found a placing twice prior to 

a DQ latest. Unreliable but capable of a frame spot if on best form. 

11. GARDIEN DU QUESNE - Fifth in a mobile event on reappearance but could 

show more returning to this discipline. 

12. GIAC JOLI - Good third in previous two walk ups at a higher level. Consider 

without shoes. 

13. GOOD AS NEW - Three DQs in previous four starts. Hard to recommend. 

14. GOLD DE BANVILLE - Course and distance winner in a stronger walk up 

three back. Forward showing expected. 

 



Summary 

GENIE DU PIN (7) is expected to deliver a bold display following four 

consecutive frame visits in this discipline including among better company 

latest. Top chance. GOLD DE BANVILLE (14) finished ninth on reappearance. 

This previous course and distance winner at a better level three back may go 

well. GIAC JOLI (12) rates highly without shoes. Finished a good third tackling 

stronger walk ups the previous two starts. GARDIEN DU QUESNE (11) was a 

fair fifth in a mobile event. Could improve switching back to this discipline. Keep 

on side. 

Selections 

GENIE DU PIN (7) - GOLD DE BANVILLE (14) - GIAC JOLI (12) - GARDIEN 

DU QUESNE (11)  



Race 3 

1. EPSILON JIEL - Previous course and distance winner but struggled on 
reappearance when ninth at Strasbourg. Prepared to overlook. 

2. DARWIN SYGA - 15L defeat in a weaker walk up on reappearance a fortnight 
ago. Hard to enthuse. 

3. ELIXIR NONANTAIS - 10L fourth at claiming level prior to two midfield 
mobile efforts. Others readily preferred. 

4. CITAN DU SOUND - Three DQs followed by improved eighth in better 
company latest. Cannot rule out without shoes. 

5. CRACK ATOUT - Dramatic improvement with a second following five 
consecutive DQs. Overall profiles suggests a minor role is likely. 

6. EVA GIRL - 8L seventh in a better walk up at Vincennes 35 days ago. Could 
find a placing. 

7. CALL JACK - 2L sixth in this company followed by amateur driven victory 
latest. In the mix without shoes. 

8. DUC DE LA MORTRIE - Rare blip at Cordemais latest. Good form in this 
company including a 3L Graignes victory earlier this term. Go close. 

9. EDDY DU VIVIER - Huge improvement racing barefoot latest. Player under 
similar conditions. 

10. DJADO - Beaten a long way in a stronger walk up at Le Croise-Laroche 
latest. Unlikely to feature. 

11. DEXTER PAULOIS - Beaten out of sight in a Caen walk up on 
reappearance. Hard to enthuse. 

12. DOMINO DE LARRE - 3L third in a similar walk up prior to a good mobile 
second latest. Thereabouts. 

Summary 

DOMINO DE LARRE (12) produced a 3L third in a similar walk up prior to a 
sound mobile runner up effort last time out. Thereabouts whilst in good form. 
DUC DE LA MORTRIE (8) can be forgiven a rare blip at Cordemais latest. Holds 
previous good form among this company including a 3L Graignes victory earlier 
this campaign. Forward showing expected. CALL JACK (7) was sixth in this 
class followed by an amateur driven victory. In the mix without shoes. EVA 
GIRL (6) could reach a placing eased in standard after a seventh at Vincennes. 

Selections 

DOMINO DE LARRE (12) - DUC DE LA MORTRIE (8) - CALL JACK (7) - 
EVA GIRL (6)  



Race 4 

1. HONEY KING - 5L seventh in this class prior to a DQ on two previous walk 
up runs. More needed. 

2. HARLEY DE QUARO - 6L sixth in a weaker Mauquenchy walk up nine days 
ago. Others preferred. 

3. HOUSTON DE ZIETTE - Three consecutive placings in this company 
including two track and trip seconds. Top chance without rear shoes. 

4. HEROS DE BEAUCAMP - Failed to complete in five of previous six outings. 
Thoroughly ignored. 

5. HANAR GRIMM - Midfield efforts in previous three walk ups of similar nature. 
More needed. 

6. HARFAN DES GRANGES - 5L fourth in this class second up at Caen. Each 
way chance without rear shoes. 

7. HORYVIL DES MOYEUX - 22 race maiden who was DQ'd in this standard 
at Vincennes 80 days ago. Look elsewhere. 

8. HOLMES - 2L third in this class prior to a DQ at Cordemais. May bounce 
back. 

9. HAJIME GWEN - 4L success in this grade at Amiens 22 days ago. Contender 
without rear shoes. 

10. HELLO DU JAGUY - 6L seventh on reappearance at Caen in this grade. 
Could improve second up. 

11. HAMLET DU VIVIER - Three wins from six starts including two walk ups 
since resuming. Key player. 

12. HED - Midfield efforts prior to DQ in this company latest. Best watched. 

Summary 

HAMLET DU VIVIER (11) is on a steep upward curve with three victories from 
six career starts including two walk up wins since resuming. Can continue 
progression up in class. Top chance. HOUSTON DE ZIETTE (3) placed on 
three consecutive runs in this standard including two course and distance 
seconds. In the mix without rear shoes. HAJIME GWEN (9) might make the 
frame after a 4L success in this grade at Amiens. Set to go well. HARFAN DES 
GRANGES (6) is not to be discounted after a 5L fourth in this grade second up. 

Selections 

HAMLET DU VIVIER (11) - HOUSTON DE ZIETTE (3) - HAJIME GWEN (9) - 
HARFAN DES GRANGES (6)  



Race 5 

1. HOLLY GREEN - 10L seventh in a mobile event on reappearance. Plenty to 
find back in this discipline. 

2. HOLA DE NAPPES - Four DQs prior to improved second in this grade 19 
days ago. Not discounted. 

3. HEULANDE MONTAVAL - Two wins from four starts. Player with further 
progress likely without rear shoes. 

4. HAKEA LOTOISE - DQs in previous six outings. Ignore. 

5. HISTOIREMIKA - Improved 1L second in this class at Amiens 22 days ago. 
Each way factor. 

6. HEROINE DU ROY - Second walk up win with Amiens success prior to 
mobile sixth latest. Capable. 

7. HOMELIE - 7L sixth in a stronger walk up on penultimate outing. Forward 
showing expected eased in class. 

8. HIEMOISE COQUINE - Dual walk up winner including a 1L success at 
Amiens last month. Contender. 

9. HERRA D'AVENIR - 3L third in this class at Lyon la Soie last month. Placing 
within reach. 

10. HIEVALIE MONTAVAL - Not completed in previous three walk up outings. 
Hard to recommend. 

11. HARMONISTA - Down the field in this company at Vincennes following a 
mobile victory. Needs more. 

Summary 

HEULANDE MONTAVAL (3) is progressing after two wins from four career 
outings. Further progress likely in a winnable event without rear shoes. Notable 
runner. HISTOIREMIKA (5) showed improvement finishing a 1L runner up at 
this standard in an Amiens walk up. Each way contender. HOMELIE (7) is 
among the chances dropping in grade following a 7L sixth last time out. Keep 
HEROINE DU ROY (6) in mind for a placing after winning a similar walk up two 
back. 

Selections 

HEULANDE MONTAVAL (3) - HISTOIREMIKA (5) - HOMELIE (7) - 
HEROINE DU ROY (6)  



Race 6 

1. DONARIA - 33 mounted starts without victory. Others preferred. 

2. ELTON BOY - Three DQs in previous four mounted starts. Best ignored. 

3. FANSONNETTE DALBER - 11L fourth in a stronger mounted event latest. 

Could go well without shoes. 

4. DU SCION - Placed in previous three mounted starts. Contender in a weaker 

heat. 

5. ESPOIR DE JOBI - 13L third in a similar Marseille Vivaux mounted races 46 

days ago. Not discounted for a placing without shoes. 

6. ESCUDERA - Four time auto-start winner but best watched on mounted 

debut. 

7. DANCER FOR MONEY - Five time mounted winner who finished fifth in 

better company latest. Each way option. 

8. FLASH OUEST - Won two of previous three mounted starts including in 

tougher company. Key player without shoes. 

9. EPSON DU VIVIER - DQ in previous four mounted starts. Best watched. 

10. EURO MAKER - 7L runner up in a better mounted event when last seen in 

this discipline. Could cause a minor surprise. 

Summary 

FLASH OUEST (8) won two of his previous three mounted starts including 

among tougher company at Vincennes three back. Tough to beat without 

shoes. DU SCION (4) has made the frame in five of thirteen mounted runs to 

date including in his previous three outings. Contender. Keep FANSONNETTE 

DALBER (3) on side for multiples after a fourth in a stronger event. Races 

barefoot. EURO MAKER (10) is inconsistent. On best form holds chances for a 

placing. 

Selections 

FLASH OUEST (8) - DU SCION (4) - FANSONNETTE DALBER (3) - EURO 

MAKER (10)  



Race 7 

1. IRRESISTIBLE HONEY - Unraced Quaker Jet gelding. Market check 
advised. 

2. IDEAL DE FRECA - DQ on walk up debut. Best watched. 

3. IMPERIAL MIJACK - Fourth and third in two walk ups to date. Could find a 
placing. 

4. ILONA DES MOYEUX - Underwhelming in five career outings. Best ignored. 

5. IMIKO JIEL - Good 1L second on walk up debut at Strasbourg. Thereabouts. 

6. IN LOVE DARLING - Good 1L second in a Cagnes-sur-Mer walk up on first 
outing. Key player. 

7. ICARUS OF CITRUS - One placing from five career starts. Others preferred. 

8. INSIDE LOVE - 1L runner up in a Le Croise-Laroche walk up 20 days ago. 
Consider. 

9. I AM HAPPY - Unplaced in ten career outings. Look elsewhere. 

10. IMPULSE LOTOIS - Two placings from six career starts. Prepared to 
overlook. 

11. IZAC AWAGNE - Improved 8L second on fourth career outing. Not 
discounted. 

12. ISILDUR - One placing from nine career starts to date. Unlikely to feature. 

13. IPSILON D'EMERAUDE - 4L success on debut prior to a DQ upped in class 
latest. Could bounce back. 

Summary 

IPSILON D'EMERAUDE (13) was a 4L winner on debut prior to a DQ upped in 
class second up. Could bounce back on just his third career start. Player. 
Among the chances is INSIDE LOVE (8) who posted a sound second on first 
outing at Le Croise-Laroche. Go well. IMIKO JIEL (5) and IN LOVE DARLING 
(6) both finished runner up on debut in this discipline. Expect them to be 
involved in the finish. 

Selections 

IPSILON D'EMERAUDE (13) - INSIDE LOVE (8) - IMIKO JIEL (5) - IN LOVE 
DARLING (6)  



Race 8 

1. COMME DAB - 3L third in this class prior to a DQ second up. Capable but 
inconsistent. 

2. DANAE DU HAUTY - Third on reappearance but two subsequent DQs 
temper enthusiasm. 

3. EMIR DU MEXIQUE - 6L eighth in a stronger walk up on reappearance. 
Place opportunity. 

4. DAROCA SOLO - Down the field in a mobile event at this level 102 days 
ago. Others preferred. 

5. DARLING ATOUT - 5L seventh in this company here on reappearance. May 
progress second up. 

6. CAPUCINE PHIL - Fourth and third in this grade prior to a DQ up in class 
latest. Could bounce back. 

7. ECALIERE - DQ in a claiming walk up prior to seventh in a mobile event 
latest. Minor role likely. 

8. DEESSE D'IDEF - Down the field in previous two starts in tougher company. 
This looks a suitable target. 

9. DIABLO DES PRES - DQ in previous three starts. Look elsewhere. 

10. EPINE D'AVRIL - Three placings from seven starts at this track and 
dropping in class. Place option. 

11. DAPHNE DU ROUMOIS - Improved second on reappearance in tougher 
company at Strasbourg. Key player eased in class. 

12. COOKIE DES BROUETS - 18L defeat in this grade on penultimate outing. 
Unlikely to feature after a lengthy absence. 

Summary 

DAPHNE DU ROUMOIS (11) showed improvement when finishing second on 
reappearance at Strasbourg. Top chance to regain the winning thread eased in 
standard. CAPUCINE PHIL (6) finished fourth and third in this class prior to a 
DQ upped in grade. Capable of bouncing back. Consider. DARLING ATOUT 
(5) delivered a 5L seventh in this company here on reappearance. Progress 
expected. EMIR DU MEXIQUE (3) may improve on a 6L eighth in a better race 
on reappearance. Could sneak a placing. 

Selections 

DAPHNE DU ROUMOIS (11) - CAPUCINE PHIL (6) - DARLING ATOUT (5) - 
EMIR DU MEXIQUE (3) 


